
NFT Cloud is is a place where you can easily design, create and trade 
unique NFTs with the minimum expenses.

Easy creation and management of NFTs with zero gas fees


Access to Ethereum, Solana, BSC and other chains


Fast non-crypto users onboarding - no blockchain/crypto knowledge required 


Compatibility with other SaaS - flawless integration

Key features

Cloud NFT (CLOUD) 
Token distribution

$CLOUD utility
Redemption of gas fee for on-chain operations


Facilitating inner transactions


Staking & Yield Farming 


NFT wrapping 


Governance


Exclusive NFT collections & NFT promotion 

Seed round

Strategic round

Pre-sale

Public sale

Team and advisors

Company reserve

Liquidity pool on Unisw...

Marketing, community i...

Cloud NFT

SaaS (API)
Cloud NFT

Application

The Core

components

Roadmap

Cloud NFT Wallet
The NFT Wallet allows you to store your 

newly minted NFTs safely. In addition, you 

are able to send or give NFT as a present 

to your friends and family with another 

NFT Wallet connected!


Cloud NFT Aggregator
The up-to-date database of digital arts. 

NFT Cloud provides the largest library of 

the currently minted NFTs and can easily 

connect you to the chosen marketplace to 

sell yours.
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NFT Cloud allows for gas-free and easy-

making NFT trading through the built-in 

marketplace. All the processes are smoothly 

done within one united system which allows 

you to design, mint and sell your NFTs in a 

few clicks! 


The API is a core component of the system. It allows for NFTs’ 

minting and then brings them to live on the chosen blockchain. 

The whole processes are done within the NFT Cloud platform so 

that you do not have to pay for minting and creating your NFTs. 

Cloud NFT Exchange

Cloud NFT API 

NFT Cloud is aimed to create a full-fledged NFT ecosystem that will drastically change the current 

NFT market infrastructure. In order to achieve this, the four basic parts were designed. 


